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Nepali  : 
ü Spoken in: Nepal, India, Bhutan,       
Myanmar 
üOfficial language in: Nepal, 
Sikkim(India), West Bengal(India) 
üRegion: South Asia  
üTotal speakers: 14 million  
üLanguage family: Indo-European  
ü major dialects: Eastern, central, and    
western 

 



Writing system of  Nepali:  Devanagari script 

ÁNepali is written in the 

Devanagari script.  

ÁThe same script is used 

for Hindi, Marathi and 

Sanskrit.  

Á The script  is being 

phonetic in nature, and 

hence the pronunciation 

closely resembles the 

writing system.  

ÁThe script is written from 

left to right with no 

provision of capital and 

small letters in the script. 



Phonology 
 

o 11 distinctive vowels, including 6 oral vowels 
and 5 nasal vowels 
o 36 consonants 
o All vowel sounds also have nasal forms 
o A diphthong is a combination of  two sounds in 
a single syllable 
o  Aspirated, retroflex and dental consonants are 
existing  



Morphology  
 

Nepali nouns that 
denote male and female 
beings are sometimes 

distinguished by 
suffixation or through 

pairs of lexically 
differing terms 

 

       Noun  

Adjectives may be 
divided into declinable  

and indeclinable  
categories. 

Adjective  



Postpositions  
There are a number of  one-word primary 
postpositions, which parallel English's prepositions.  
Pronouns  
Nepali has personal pronouns  for the first and 
second persons, while third person forms are of 
demonstrative origin, and can be categorized 
deictically as proximate and distal.  
Verbs 
Verbs in Nepali are quite highly inflected, agreeing 
with the subject in number, gender, status and 
person. They also inflect for tense, mood, and aspect. 



Syntax  
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
ÇSubject + object + verb order 

Ç Left-branching 

Ç Grammatical function is marked by postpositions 

Ç Particularly rich in particles 

Ç Using long participial phrases in preference to 

embedded clauses 

Ç Constructing passive meaning with impersonal 

intransitive verbs  

 
 
 



 Non-verbal communication 
ÇPersonal space 
     People in Nepal tend to stand much closer to you, 3 feet is                
considered a appropriate distance. 
Ç Touch 
     Touching like hugging and holding arms and hands is 
considered offensive and may never happen cross sexes.  
Ç   Eye contact 
       Too much eye contact would be considered aggressive 
behaviors, and may never happen when facing elderly or 
respected ones.  
ÇUsing feet to point to other persons is considered rude and 
impolite. 
Ç Passing or accepting  food with left hand is considered to be 
impolite.  
      



When speaking English, native Nepali speakers 
ÍÁÙ ÈÁÖÅ ÔÒÏÕÂÌÅ ×ÉÔÈȣȢ   

 

Phonology: 
V  Nepali speakers may appear to  substituting the voiced 
stops /b/, /d/, /g/ for the voiceless aspirated stops /p/, /t/, 
and /k/.  
V  .ÅÐÁÌÉ ÓÐÅÁËÅÒÓ ÔÅÎÄ ÔÏ ÕÓÅ Ⱦ Ⱦ ÓÏÕÎÄ ÉÎÓÔÅÁÄ ÏÆ ȾÚȾ 
sound  when it comes up as the initial sound of words. i.e.: 
zoo-/ Õ/  
V  The alveolar , voiced sound /l/ tends to be hardly 
ÉÎÄÅÎÔÉÆÉÅÄ ÉÎ .ÅÐÁÌÉ ÓÐÅÁËÅÒÓȭ ÔÁÌËÉÎÇȢ ÉȢÅȢȡ ÓÃÈÏÏÌ-/  sku /  
V  Nepali speakers tend to substitute a heavily aspirated /t/ 
ÆÏÒ Ⱦ Ⱦ ÉÎ ÔÈÅ ×ÏÒÄ ÌÉËÅ ȬÔÈÉÎȭȟ ÁÎÄ Á ȾÄȾ ÆÏÒ Ⱦ Ⱦ ÉÎ ×ÏÒÄÓ ÌÉËÅ 
ȬÔÈÅÎȭȢ 



Morphology and syntax:  
ÁHaving  difficulties in choosing correct 
preposition words in English. 
Á Lacking awareness  of using third 
person singular when needed.  
Á  Having trouble to use long participial 
phrases in preference to embedded 
clauses. 
  



 
 

 
 
 
×Family is a good topic to start off. 
×Questions around work and education are 
     also safe. 
×Food is the favorite topic. 
     People often start their conversation  
     ×ÉÔÈ ÔÈÅ ÑÕÅÓÔÉÏÎȡȰ Bhaat khayoȩȱ ɉ(ÁÖÅ  
     you eaten rice?) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7ÈÅÎ ÙÏÕ ÔÁÌË ÔÏ .ÅÐÁÌÅÓÅȣ  



Topics  to avoid initially include: 
 

a.Politics  

 

b.Religion  

 

c.Caste/community differences 

 

d.Sex 



Source: http://www.lmp.ucla.edu/Profile.aspx?LangID=94&menu=004 
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